
 

 

 
 

Is Online Booking Software Suited to your business? 
 
Many barbershops have now gone done the route of providing their customers with a modern 
alternative to the common “Walk in” Service. Online booking is a simple to use, available 24 hour 
service that offers appointments that suits your customers and fits in with a barbers busy routine. 
 
One of our members told us how they have improved their service by using a professional online 
appointment booking system provided by a company called Booksy. 
 
 
Established in 2011 and celebrating their 5th anniversary in June 2016, PHD Barbers In Horsham 
and Uckfield, Sussex, have gone from strength to strength, breaking the the mould of traditional 
high street barbering.  
The concept of elevating the barbering experience and emphasising customer experience is at the 
roots of the success in both barbershops. Refreshments, cutting down on waiting times and placing 
the cut above time deadlines is essential to their style and branding. 
Since 2011, the barbershops have capitalised on the quality and expertise of their staff. Many 
experienced staff members teaching, tutoring and passing on knowledge to the up and coming 
talent today. 
Topping the traditional high street barber concept and supplying premium service at a reasonable 
price, the customer is the priority, followed by an exceeding cut. 
David, owner and partner at PHD, sees the client time-line as such.  
‘I like the fact my customers can book 24/7. We used to use a telephone appointment system but 
understood that a high percentage of our customers wanted to book outside our opening hours. 
That’s why we took on online booking with Booksy’ 
‘Our customers can book at midnight on a Tuesday, via the Booksy app, come in at 1055 for a their 
1100 cut on the Thursday, have a coffee, relax, enjoy a hot towel and pay contactless’. Easy! 
 
The Booksy Booking system fits into PHD’s vision of business development. The client can book 
and even reschedule directly through the Booksy client app (available on Google Play and through 
the IStore) and the barber is notified immediately, getting rid of all those untimely phone calls and 
return emails. 
Staff time management in the shop is optimised as no one is running to the phone or returning 
emails at the end of the day. Cancellations have been reduced to a minimum thanks to automated 
reminders. 
On top of that, PHD’s client database has excelled as they have gone digital, making it easier to 
promote direct to customers through message blasts, texts and via Facebook and web site 
widgets. 
 
To find PHD -   
PHDForHim.booksy.net  
To find Booksy Biz for Barbers and Hairdressers -  
https://biz.booksy.net/en_GB/  
 
To find Booksy for your customers to download 
https://booksy.net/en-gb/  
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